Learning from Deals
Analyzing this year’s largest deal involving two top tier teams – and applying key
elements to BigSur’s investment philosophies, strategy and ideas
On February 14th, it was announced that Heinz, the US food company (and also
one of the most iconic US brands) is being purchased and taken private by
Berkshire Hathaway (Warren Buffet’s holding company) and 3G Capital (the
Brazilian private equity firm). Each company will invest $4 billion of equity and
be equal partners. For another $8 billion, Berkshire acquires redeemable
preferred stock yielding 9%. The $72.50 per share cash transaction includes $12
billion of new and assumed debt, valuing Heinz at $28 billion (a 20% premium
above the closing price of the stock before the deal was announced).
This is the largest deal the food industry has ever seen, and the largest M&A
transaction so far this year. Berkshire and 3G made the acquisition to take Heinz
private to allow for greater flexibility in restructuring and building up the
company’s global platform. The focus is to build the Heinz brand globally and
concentrate on the core businesses to create a bigger and better company. We
like this deal on multiple levels- the management teams involved, the target
company, the strategy behind the acquisition, and the financial vehicles used for
execution.
There are many key takeaways from this deal that align with different aspects of
BigSur’s investment approach and current strategies and ideas. In this piece, we
take the opportunity to bring client’s attention to a high profile and relevant deal
and use it as platform to highlight some of our own ways, including:





Importance of identifying and following good management and
investment teams
Strategy behind the acquisition- companies with strong global brands
and “keep it simple” approach
Financial vehicles used for execution- preferred vehicles and the use long
term financing
Implications for our views- positive for equity markets, and validation of
two holdings in our portfolios
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In this Thinking Man note, we discuss recent deal
between Berkshire Hathaway and 3G Capital to
acquire Heinz, the iconic US food company. There are
several different aspects of the deal which relate to
the investment philosophy, strategies and ideas we
have at BigSur. We take this opportunity to inform
clients about the biggest deal the food industry has
even seen and explain how it ties into some of the
things we are doing at BigSur- including looking at
companies with strong global brands, applying a
“keep it simple” investment approach, and using
preferred vehicles and long-term financing to
enhance yield.

Following Good Management Teams
While we keep tabs on M&A activity, this transaction has particular interest to us because of the
players involved. One tenet of our investment philosophy is identifying and following good
investment and management teams. Warren Buffet is an iconic investor, and we identify with his
simple and value based approach. We also know how good the 3G team is, led by Jorge Paulo
Lehman, going back to their days when they led Banco Garantia in Brazil. They later sold Garantia
to Credit Suisse in 1998. In 2008, the 3G team used InBev, the international beer company they had
built up from a Brazilian base, to engineer the $52 billion Anheuser Busch merger. The partners
were back in the news again in 2010 when their New York-based 3G investment fund took over
Burger King, the third largest US hamburger chain, for $3.3 billion. 3G Capital has a history of
imposing cost-cutting and greater efficiency on the companies it operates.
We like to follow these types of highly talented and successful teams- understand what they are
thinking, what strategies they are using, what companies they are targeting, and how they see the
markets. It is a high quality input we consider when we are creating our BigSur views.
Strategy: Global Brands and Keeping It Simple
The strategy to target a company like Heinz coincides with one of our long standing investment
themes- focusing on market leading companies with strong global brands. Our BigSur Equity
Portfolio consists of stocks which exhibit these qualities- they are global, blue chip companies with
a high percentage of revenue generation outside of the US. We have long held the view that these
are the types of companies to target, and have had success utilizing this strategy.
Another aspect we like about this deal is Buffet’s “keep it simple” investment philosophy, which he
describes as, “I invest in a company if I understand its business and can predict the utility of its
products that it manufactures or services that it offers in the future.” He cites Heinz as a deal which
fits into this philosophy- a company with “an easy-to-understand cash-generative business model.”
Heinz has good underlying products used around the world, and with the right strategy can be
expanded to be a more global company with greater distribution of its products. This “keep it
simple” philosophy is something which resonates with our firm- we also make it a point to invest in
companies and investment vehicles that we fully understand, that are transparent and have a clear
value proposition.
Financial Vehicles: Use of preferreds & long-term financing
To execute this deal, Buffet is looking to lock-in a long-term yield of 6% on the $12 billion investment
($4 billion in equity and $8 billion in the perpetual preferred with 9% coupon), in the same way that
he did in the transaction with Goldman Sachs perpetual preferred. In a world of zero interest rates,
the 6% is pretty attractive and clearly Buffet does not expect rates to go up fast or soon. We at
BigSur have been implementing a similar strategy investing in financial and industrial perpetual
preferreds, with success for the past few years. It has been an important part of our investment
strategy, so much so that we have even defined this perpetual and preferreds as a distinctive “asset
type” in our clients statements, separated from traditional fixed income and equities.
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3G Capital and Berkshire are locking-in long term financing with a total new debt assumed of over
$5 billion (from Wells Fargo and JP Morgan). Low borrowing costs make it a good time to be a
buyer using leverage (especially when you buy businesses with consistent free cash flows from an
established player like Heinz). We have been implementing a similar strategy in many of our real
estate deals by taking leverage- looking to enhance the cash-on cash we will earn on a stable and
core property with limited downside price risk. For a high quality asset with a solid income stream,
we believe the use of leverage is an appropriate tool to help boost returns. There are even some
clients, with the appropriate risk/return profile, who have taken advantage of the low cost of
borrowing to take a limited amount of leverage on their financial portfolios.

Implications for BigSur Market View and Model Portfolios
There are clear parallels between aspects of the Heinz deal and our own investment philosophy,
approach and current strategies. Another interesting implication is regarding our current market
view- we are positive on equities and believe that there is still good value to be found in the stock
market for long-term investors today. Warren Buffet is a value investor, and his willingness to pay
20% premium signifies optimism about the long term performance of quality stocks. The deal is
also symbolic of increased M&A activity, which is a positive factor for equity markets- especially at
a time when US companies have over $2 trillion of cash waiting on the sidelines.
Berkshire Hathaway is a holding of the BigSur Model Portfolio, and a few of our clients who like
exposure to individual equities also hold the stock. We also have exposure to the 3G team in our
BigSur Model Portfolio, through the Burger King bond (9.875% coupon, maturing Oct-2018). We
bought this high yield bond for some clients when it was issued at par, immediately after the
hamburger chain was taken private by 3G Capital. We consider this deal validation of two of our
model portfolio’s investments- first, the market reacted very positively to the deal. It is also
validation of our investment in Burger King- the 3G team was given a resounding vote of confidence
by one of the most successful investors, Warren Buffet, who not only co-invested with 3G, but gave
the team the mandate to oversee all the operational changes at Heinz.

Conclusion
There are many aspects of this Heinz deal which reinforce things we are doing at BigSur on many
different levels- from a focus on global brands and a simple investment approach, to the use of
perpetual & preferred vehicles and long-term financing to enhance yield. We like to keep a close
eye on what the top tier talent is doing in the investment and management world, and use their
actions as checks and high quality inputs for our own investment strategies and ideas.
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Important Disclosures
This material is distributed for informational purposes only. The discussions and opinions in this article are for general information only, and are
not intended to provide investment advice. While taken from sources deemed to be accurate, BigSur Wealth Management, LLC (“BigSur” or the
“Adviser”) makes no representations about the accuracy of the information in the article or its appropriateness for any given situation. Certain
information included in this article was based on third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified
and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Any statements regarding future events constitute only subjective views or beliefs, are
not guarantees or projections of performance, should not be relied on, are subject to change due to a variety of factors, including fluctuating
market conditions, and involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, many of which cannot be predicted or quantified and
are beyond our control. Future results could differ materially and no assurance is given that these statements are now or will prove to be accurate
or complete in any way. This article may include forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forwardlooking statements (including words such as “believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,” “will,” “should,” and “expect”). Although we believe that
the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be
correct. Various factors could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements.
BigSur shall not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statements contained herein, and expressly disclaim any
liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions.
The companies discussed herein, are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent past or current recommendations by BigSur. This article
is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and
the particular needs of any specific investor. Views regarding the economy, securities markets or other specialized areas, like all predictors of
future events, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Any securities or products referenced BigSur
believes may present opportunities for appreciation over the subsequent time periods. BigSur closely monitors securities discussed and client
portfolios and may make changes when warranted as a result of evolving market conditions. There can be no assurance that the securities and
performance included or referenced in the article will remain the same and investment strategies, philosophies and allocation are subject to
change without prior notice. Specific securities or companies identified and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the
Adviser and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not assume that
investments in the securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable. BigSur may change its views on these securities at any time.
There is no guarantee that, should market conditions repeat, these securities will perform in the same way in the future. Any referenced securities
and their respective returns reflect the reinvestment of income and dividends, but do not take into account trading costs, management fees, and
any other applicable fees, expenses, and various factors including account restrictions, guidelines, the timing of investments, and cash flows that
may affect the investor’s actual return and performance. Please refer to Part 2A of BigSur’s Form ADV for a complete description of fees and
expenses. Hypothetical performance results may have inherent limitations.
The returns and references to the S&P 500 index are provided for informational purposes only. The S&P 500 Index is a market-capitalization
weighted index containing the 500 most widely held companies chosen with respect to market size, liquidity, and industry. The index is calculated
on a total return basis with dividends reinvested. In addition, the volatility and securities of the index may be materially different from an
investor’s. The S&P 500 Index was selected and is referenced to allow for comparison of the performance of any referenced securities or overall
market to that of a well-known and widely recognized index. Comparisons to indexes in this material have limitations because indexes have
volatility and other material characteristics that may differ from the referenced strategy or security. Therefore, actual performance may differ
substantially from the performance of any referenced index). Investors should be aware that the referenced benchmark funds may have a
different composition, volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding times, and/or other investment-related factors that may affect the
benchmark funds’ ultimate performance results. Due to these differences, indexes should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of
comparison and are for informational purposes only. Unless noted otherwise, all index returns are denominated in U.S. dollars.
Target exposures included in this article may differ between clients based upon their investment objectives, financial situations and risk tolerances.
Investments in general involve numerous risks, including, among others, market risk, default risk and liquidity risk. No security or financial
instrument is suitable for all investors. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this article, are not insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”). The income and market values of the securities stated on this article may fluctuate and, in some cases, investors
may lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
This information is highly confidential and intended for review by the recipient only. The information should not be disseminated or be made
available for public use or to any other source without the express written authorization of BigSur. Such distribution is prohibited in any
jurisdiction dissemination may be unlawful. Please contact your investment adviser for advice appropriate to your specific situation.
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